February 20th, 2017

THE SHIP IS NOT TURNING:
Status update on Governor John Bel Edwards’ effort to reform the
Industrial Tax Exemption Program
This purpose of this analysis is to provide an update on Governor John
Bel Edwards’ efforts to reform the Industrial Tax Exemption program, in
particular how his executive orders to reform the program are being
implemented by the Commerce and Industry Board. This analysis:
I. Compares the scale of industrial tax exemptions approved in 2016 to
previous years, to determine whether a change in direction has begun.
II. Considers a proposed rule change to the local input process for ITEP,
which would make the absence of action by local bodies on exemptions
indicate support by those local bodies for those exemptions.
III. Examines the continued practice of putting up for consideration by
the Commerce and Industry Board exemptions that are explicitly
prohibited under the Governor’s executive orders
IV. Examines the continued practice of approving renewal exemptions
which broke the existing program rules when initially submitted,
because they exceeded the cap of $5 million on MCA applications.
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Summary of 2016 ITEP approval statistics:
 From 2000 to 2016, ITEP exemptions were approved at an average
of $1.33 billion per year (real depreciated value)
 Under Governor Jindal, ITEP exemptions were approved at an
average rate of $1.58 billion per year.
 In 2016, $4.9 billion in ITEP exemptions were approved, the highest
in state history. The 2016 rate of ITEP approvals was 441% the
annual average rate of approvals from 2000 to 2015 ($4.9 billion vs.
$1.11 billion) and 665% the rate of approvals in 2008, Gov. Jindal's
first year in office ($4.9 billion vs. $1.11 billion).
 Most of the exemptions approved in 2016 were approved after the
Executive Order went into effect, not before.

Source: Louisiana Economic Development, February 2017.
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II. ITEP rules should not interpret silence from local
entities to imply support for tax exemptions

III. Six proposed exemptions up for consideration at the
February 21st Commerce and Industry Board meeting
explicitly violate the provisions set forth by JBE

Governor Edwards’ two executive orders regarding the Industrial Tax Exemption
Program (JBE-16-26 and JBE-16-73) stipulate that:
Section 6: All Contracts providing for the Industrial Tax exemption shall also
include Exhibit “B” consisting of approvals of the relevant governing Parish
Council or Police Jury by resolution, Municipal Council by resolution, School
Board by resolution and Sheriff by resolution signifying whether each of
those authorities is in favor of the project. …

Executive Orders JBE-16-26 and JBE-16-73 stipulate that ITEP applications without an
advance notice (“MCAs”) filed after June 24th, 2016 will not be eligible for
consideration:

Section 2: For all pending contractual applications for which no advance
notification is required under the Rules of the Board of Commerce and
Industry, except for such contracts that provide for new jobs at the
completed manufacturing plants or establishments, this order is effective
immediately.

Section 7: Only contracts including Exhibit “A” and “Exhibit B” as described
herein will be approved by the Governor. Contracts for the Industrial Tax
Exemption that do not meet these conditions will not be approved by the
Governor.
The original proposed rule of the Commerce and Industry Board implementing
Exhibit B made clear that a resolution from each relevant taxing body was a
requirement for approval of an exemption from that body’s taxes:

Despite this, the LED staff continues to put ITEP applications before the board which
flatly violate the provisions of the executive order, including some which have been
approved and signed violating that order. Six such applications are before the board
at its February 21st meeting, as listed below.

(original version) b. Failure of the parish governing authority, the school
board, or the municipality to issue a resolution or failure of the Sheriff to
issue a letter within 90 days of a business’ request for such resolution shall
be deemed to result in the continuation of the millage without exemption.
A revision was made during the course of the rules committee meeting, which
changes the criteria for local input through Exhibit B to have silence from a taxing
body on an exemption imply support for that exemption, at the rate approved by
other local taxing bodies:

(amended version) b. Failure of the parish governing authority, the school board, or
the municipality to issue a resolution or failure of the Sheriff to issue a letter within 120
days of a business’ request for such resolution shall result in an exemption equal to the
mathematical average of the term and percentage exemption granted by the other local
governingbodies who have issueda resolutionor letter.
It is inappropriate to construe silence from a local governmental body as an
indication that body’s support for a project.

Recommendations

Recommendations

1) These six applications should be removed from the agenda or rejected by
the board.

1) The C & I board should return to the original draft of the local input rule,
requiring a resolution from a local taxing body before support for that exemption is
inferred.

2) LED staff should cease putting applications on the C&I board agenda that
violate the provisions of the Governor’s executive order

2) The Commerce and Industry board’s rules should require public posting by LED
on its website within twenty-four hours of when proposed exemptions are
forwarded to local bodies for their input, beginning the 120 day period for
providing input.
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applicant company submitted investments exceeding $5 million, but split those
investments up into smaller groups lower than the $5 million threshold to avoid the
advance notification process.

IV. Renewal exemptions being granted for applications that
broke the existing program rules when initially submitted,
exceeding $5 million cap on MCA applications.

The technical term for this means of evading regulation is “financial structuring,” which
the IRS defines as “the act of parceling what would otherwise be a large financial
transaction into a series of smaller transactions to avoid scrutiny by regulators or law
enforcement.” (Read more on structuring here.)

Louisiana Administrative Code, Title 13, Chapter 5, “Industrial Ad Valorem Tax
Exemption Program,” creates two application processes for industrial tax exemptions.
The first, called “Advance Notification” – the standard process – requires that ITEP
applications be submitted for consideration prior to the investments being made on
which applicant companies are seeking exemptions (§503).

Thus, International Paper Company submitted the MCA applications included at the bottom of
this page for renewal on December 20th:

The second is an expedited process called “Miscellaneous Capital Additions” (§505),
which permits companies to make investments and submit them for consideration
after the fact, subject to certain limitations. The most significant of those limitations is a
cap of $5 million on the total amount of investments that can be submitted under the
MCA process.
“§505. Miscellaneous Capital Additions

The “accumulation” of miscellaneous capital investments being submitted here totals
$58,353,204, more than ten times greater than the MCA cap of $5 million, meaning an
advance notice was required. International Paper “structured” their submission to the
Commerce and Industry Board, breaking it into twelve submissions -- eleven that
average $4.99 million and a twelfth, for the remainder of the investment, for $3.4
million. The Commerce and Industry Board, upon the recommendation of LED staff,
authorized all twelve applications as though they were, in fact, separate submissions
below the $5 million cap.

Miscellaneous capital additions (MCA) is an accumulation of capital assets
placed in service during the previous ad valorem tax year. An MCA must
be part of a project that is completed within an 18 month period, and
may not exceed $5,000,000.”

The Commerce and Industry Board should discontinue the practice of approving MCA
applications that exceed the $5 million cap, but evade that cap through structuring.
The Governor should refuse to sign any further ITEP renewals which, when they
originally were approved, were in violation of the state’s own regulations.

(It is worth noting that the $5 million limit applies not merely to any specific project but
to the “accumulation” – i.e. the aggregate – of capital investments.)

Continued approval of exemptions in violation of the Administrative Code raises
significant liability concerns, since any one of the taxing entities in the state that has lost
or is losing tax revenue on exemptions that won approval with structured applications –
nearly 1,000 separate local entities – would likely have standing to sue to reclaim that
revenue.

These limitations are established under the Louisiana Administrative Code, as follows:

Despite this cap, fifty-one ITEP renewal applications considered at the December 20th
meeting of the Commerce and Industry Board violated the $5 million MCA cap. These
applications were submitted by eleven corporate applicants, and in each case the
20120587-ITE

International Paper Company

DeSoto

$4,972,104

20120588-ITE

International Paper Company

DeSoto

$4,998,168

20120589-ITE

International Paper Company

DeSoto

$3,397,440

20120590-ITE

International Paper Company

DeSoto

$4,991,649

20120591-ITE

International Paper Company

DeSoto

$4,999,975

20120592-ITE

International Paper Company

DeSoto

$4,999,923

20120593-ITE

International Paper Company

DeSoto

$4,999,801

20120595-ITE

International Paper Company

DeSoto

$4,999,477

20120596-ITE

International Paper Company

DeSoto

$4,997,760

20120597-ITE

International Paper Company

DeSoto

$4,997,030

20120598-ITE

International Paper Company

DeSoto

$4,999,995

20120599-ITE

International Paper Company

DeSoto

$4,999,882

Total MCA accumulation

$58,353,204
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Appendix A: Amount of ITEP exemptions approved in 2016, by parish (depreciated value)

Parish

ITEP exemptions
approved in 2016

Cameron
Calcasieu
Plaquemines
Ascension
St Charles
East Baton Rouge
Iberville
Caddo
St Mary
St James
Morehouse
Ouachita
Washington
St John the Baptist
Orleans
DeSoto
Rapides
Jefferson
Lafourche
Pointe Coupee
Beauregard
West Baton Rouge
Livingston
St Bernard
Terrebonne
Natchitoches
Bossier
West Feliciana

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2,384,039,658
1,214,837,707
663,271,621
157,385,397
90,144,279
72,712,164
43,986,372
38,060,680
20,967,572
18,048,956
16,834,007
15,651,260
14,502,111
14,479,497
11,131,199
10,589,044
10,262,498
10,236,736
9,122,974
8,723,476
8,119,336
8,020,632
7,173,809
5,592,214
5,546,410
4,596,354
4,346,822
4,117,400

Parish

ITEP exemptions approved
in 2016

Bienville
Iberia
Lafayette
St Tammany
Evangeline
Tangipahoa
Union
Acadia
Lincoln
Webster
Allen
Jackson
Jefferson Davis
Assumption
Richland
Vermilion
St Martin
Red River
Concordia
La Salle
Sabine
St Landry
Vernon
Grant
Winn
East Feliciana
St Helena

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
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3,086,133
3,084,116
2,612,718
2,384,473
2,210,283
2,104,558
2,062,196
1,614,165
1,418,708
1,328,353
1,234,045
1,168,698
1,075,844
1,037,461
893,450
758,716
580,285
383,360
349,650
323,480
286,730
233,777
148,506
109,294
88,584
81,740
24,423
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